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Interoperable
• Radiator has been developed together with service provider 

and operator customers since 1998.  

• Radiator provides RADIUS, Diameter and TACACS+ 
authentication, authorisation and accounting (AAA) 
interfaces with backends ranging from simple files to carrier 
grade 3GPP Diameter infrastructure. 

• Radiator is used as Wi-Fi interoperability testing suite by Wi-
Fi Alliance, OEM licensed component in policy controllers 
and Internet-of-Things platforms among many other things. 

• Radiator runs on multiple platforms from UNIX(-like) to 
Windows.



– Gonzalo Bécares, Mind the Bit, UK

“After 8 years working with Radiator, I have to say I haven´t seen an AAA scenario that 
it can´t handle: 
• High performance: lots of auth/acct requests per second with proxy_radius/

server_radius architecture and server farm capabilities. 
• Integration of multiple ISPs with different requirements on international roaming 

scenarios: security, pap, chap, radius attributes manipulation, per-ISP radius health 
checks, etc. 

• Radius over tcp or sctp (Radsec).... what to say: if you have to communicate 
Radius proxies through the Internet, you would love to have some security and 
reliability. 

• Disclosure services: it is always a pain to handle several gigabytes of logs, but 
Radiator helps a lot with this.... different formats and details of logs, storage in local 
files, syslog, databases... or just modify the logs on real time before storing it. 

• Easily customizable: Radiator lets you add perl code in a smart way, without 
reducing the platform performance. 

• Great debug logs and statistics for troubleshooting and performance analysis. 
• Development: just have a look to the releases history... the Radiator guys don't stop 

making their software compatible with the latest technology. 
• Having professional support is also critical for my company. 
• After 12 years of development, Radiator is for me the best Radius server. Not 

free, but value for money for sure.” 



Extendable
• Customers call Radiator “the swiss army knife of RADIUS servers” — 

Radiator developers call it the glue, which makes AAA infrastructures 
to operate correctly. 

• Radiator is engineered so that it can be easily extended to support new 
authentication methods and sources. It comes with a comprehensive 
collection of ‘goodies’. Customer contributions are welcomed. 

• With Radiator it is possible to make intelligent access control, policy 
decisions and responses based on the information from multiple 
sources. 

• While many competitor products require the existing infrastructure to 
adjust to product capabilities, Radiator adjusts to the infrastructure 
connecting multi-vendor devices and services together. 



–Peter Cheng, Vice President & CTO, ELTA Technology Co

“I am personally pleased with RADIATOR and 
the flexibility to write our own AuthBy modules 

and hook modules, it allows us to really get 
deep to customize what our customer needs to 

achieve in order to operate with supporting 
external systems without sacrifice to 

performance. It also allows us to do wonders in 
minutes (rather than weeks compared to other 

packaged RADIUS solutions)” 



Secure
• Radiator is used around the world as a mission critical 

AAA component of service provider infrastructures by 
operators, carriers, large enterprises/organisations, 
including many very security oriented ones. 

• Radiator is one of the few — if not the only — commercial 
RADIUS server delivered with full source code making it 
possible to be audited, diagnosed and extended by the 
customer. 

• Radiator is developed by Finnish and Australian engineers 
with strong internet engineering background from service 
providers and large organisations.



– Ragnar Kurm - Uninet Data Communications Ltd 
www.uninet.ee

“I like Radiator very much. It is like an example for the world 
how a piece of software can be developed. Its licensing is not 
like Microsoft's :). Its code is open, clean, stable, very flexible 
and readable. It's easy to write your custom hacks'n'hooks :) Its 
architecture is clear. It's easy to install. It runs on UNIX. Its 

documentation is complete for end user and even for 
developer. Its distribution is one of the best (no cdroms, etc). 
It's very helpful to keep touch with friendly developer team and 

with other users (mailing list). It feels very good when customer's 
patches are incorporated into the product :) I have a warm 

feeling like being a part of the team (oneness) and not feeling 
like with other products, where one has to communicate through 
salesman, etc (separatedness). It's great to see how quickly 
customer's suggestions are poured into the code. I (as an 

end user) never saw a better software development. I'm 
completely satisfied with it, I can do everything with it, even ... 

'roast an egg' :)” 

http://www.uninet.ee


Supported
• Radiator is supported by experts, not by yet another call centre. 

• Global Radiator Support is provided by Finnish and Australian 
internet engineers with at least 15 years of experience in software 
and telecommunications engineering.  

• Full range of support from free to commercial, best effort to SLA 
controlled support agreements. 

• Local consultation and support services available from agents in 
over 50 different countries around the world. 

• New Radiator versions are released at least twice a year. Between 
the releases patches introduce new functionality and 
enhancements to be included in the official releases.



“What can i say, this is the absolutely best RADIUS server on the market. 
Every penny is well spent. Of course I was very sceptic in the beginning 

because it was running under Perl. But all i can say here is never 
underestimate Perl. But once again Perl shows its power. With OSC's 

products you will have a superb authentication system, with the freedom 
that comes with that is almost running on any flavour. And if you enter 

problems you will get the very best support from their support team, 
they take their job very seriously. Don’t spend lots of time and money 
finding a RADIUS server that shall serve your needs, I can almost bet 

that OSC's RADIUS (Radiator) already do it for you. I really recommend 
this product. 

!
I can only say this to quote a beer commercial with some minor changes. 

!
Radiator — probably the best RADIUS server in the world.!

!
A very very satisfied customer of some of OSC's products.” 

– Haakan Olofsson - www.tele2.com

http://www.tele2.com


Available
• From resellers, agents and consultants in over 50 countries around the 

world. 

• Training available globally — remotely or onsite. 

• Customer friendly license packs from Single Server up to flat-fee 
unlimited Enterprise Pack. The license packs can be flexibly upgraded. 
Licenses are not limited by time, attached devices or end users. 

• OEM licensing, development and support available for customers 
willing to integrate Radiator on their devices, platforms and services. 

• Specialised SIM and Telco Packs for integrating SIM authentication, 
3GPP policy and charging support for example for subscription 
parameter provisioning and/or Wi-Fi offloading.



AAA SERVER,!
THAT JUST WORKS

www.open.com.au

http://www.open.com.au

